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How and in what ways can social media data 
best be used to connect with and enhance 
knowledge gained from traditional surveys?
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• Early promising demonstra1ons that analyses of social media content 
can align with measurement from sample surveys
• e.g., O’Connnor et al. (2010), Tumasjan et al. (2011), Jensen & Anstead

(2013), Ceron et al. (2014), Fu and Chan (2013), Sang and Bos (2012)

• Even though social media corpus is not designed to represent a 
popula1on
• or “designed” at all in Groves’ (2011) sense 
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Abstract 
Twitter is a microblogging website where users read and 
write millions of short messages on a variety of topics every 
day. This study uses the context of the German federal 
election to investigate whether Twitter is used as a forum 
for political deliberation and whether online messages on 
Twitter validly mirror offline political sentiment. Using 
LIWC text analysis software, we conducted a content
analysis of over 100,000 messages containing a reference to 
either a political party or a politician. Our results show that 
Twitter is indeed used extensively for political deliberation. 
We find that the mere number of messages mentioning a 
party reflects the election result. Moreover, joint mentions 
of two parties are in line with real world political ties and 
coalitions. An analysis of the tweets’ political sentiment 
demonstrates close correspondence to the parties' and 
politicians’ political positions indicating that the content of 
Twitter messages plausibly reflects the offline political 
landscape. We discuss the use of microblogging message 
content as a valid indicator of political sentiment and derive 
suggestions for further research. 

Introduction
The successful use of social media in the US presidential 
campaign of Barack Obama has established Twitter, 
Facebook, MySpace, and other social media as integral 
parts of the political campaign toolbox. Some analysts 
attribute Obama's victory to a large extent to his online 
strategy. Obama's social-networking website 
mybarackobama.com, known as MyBO, helped him set 
records in terms of donations and grassroot mobilization 
(Williams and Gulati 2008). Shortly after his victory, 
Obama used Twitter to let the web community know how 
he felt: "This is history". As this example demonstrates, 
after the rise of candidate websites in 1996, e-mail in 1998 
(the Jesse Ventura campaign), online fund-raising in 2000 
(the John McCain campaign), and blogs in 2004 (the 
Howard Dean campaign; Gueorguieva 2007), Twitter has 
become a legitimate communication channel in the 
political arena as a result of the 2008 campaign. 

Copyright © 2010, Association for the Advancement of Artificial 
Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.

Twitter is a novel microblogging service launched in 2006 
with more than 20 million unique monthly visitors. On 
Twitter, every user can publish short messages with up to 
140 characters, so-called “tweets”, which are visible on a 
public message board of the website or through third-party 
applications. The public timeline conveying the tweets of 
all users worldwide is an extensive real-time information 
stream of more than one million messages per hour. The 
original idea behind microblogging was to provide 
personal status updates. However, these days, postings 
cover every imaginable topic, ranging from political news 
to product information in a variety of formats, e.g., short 
sentences, links to websites, and direct messages to other 
users. Especially in the weeks leading up to elections, 
political issues are clearly on the minds of many users. In 
addition, politicians are communicating with the electorate 
and trying to mobilize supporters. While some political 
analysts are already turning to the "Twittersphere" as an 
indicator of political opinion (e.g., Skemp 2009), others 
have suggested that the majority of the messages are 
"pointless babble" (pearanalytics 2009). As a result, we 
aim at answering the question whether microblogging 
messages can actually inform us about the political 
landscape in the offline world. 
 The aim of this study is threefold. First, we examine 
whether Twitter is a vehicle for online political 
deliberation by looking at how people use microblogging 
to exchange information about political issues. Second, we 
evaluate whether Twitter messages reflect the current 
offline political sentiment in a meaningful way. Third, we 
analyze whether the activity on Twitter can be used to 
predict the popularity of parties or coalitions in the real 
world. 

Background on the German election 
In our study, we use 104,003 tweets published in the weeks 
leading up to the federal election of the national parliament 
in Germany which took place on September 27th, 2009. 
After 4 years in a grand coalition with the social democrats 
(SPD), Chancellor Angela Merkel  member of the 
conservatives (CDU) - was running for reelection, but 
favoring a coalition with the liberals (FDP).  
 Many commentators have called the parties' campaigns 
uninspiring due to the unwillingness of the main candidates 
to attack their then-coalition partners. The left side of the 
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Excitement about using analyses of social 
media posts for social research

• At least two visions:
1. Enhance survey data with social media content

• e.g., include data derived from social media content in sta;s;cal models 
otherwise based on survey results 

2. Replace survey data with data derived from social media content
• e.g., eliminate certain ques;ons and variables they produce, or subs;tute 

social media-based measure in some waves 
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Example early promising 
demonstra2on:
O’Connor et al. (2010)
• Significant correlations over 

time between 
• sentiment ratios of tweets 

containing the word “jobs”
• Gallup’s daily Economic 

Confidence tracking poll
• U of Michigan’s monthly Index 

of Consumer Sentiment
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But alignment may not persist over 2me
• Conrad et al. (2021) replicated correlation of “jobs” tweets and Index 

of Consumer Sentiment studied by O’Connor et al. (2010)
• But association did not extend into later time period and was not 

robust to changes in
• Sentiment analysis method
• Aggregation formula
• Other data processing decisions (smoothing, lag)

• Removing clearly irrelevant tweets made association worse
• Original result was so fragile that authors concluded was likely 

spurious
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Intriguing demonstra/ons of possibili/es 
con/nue to emerge
• Wikipedia Page Views

• Smith & Gustafson (2017) modeled 100 US Senate races based on pre-
elecDon polls (surveys) with usual survey-based predictors (e.g., incumbent?) 
and either did or did not include number of views of candidates’ Wikipedia 
pages

• Models fit significantly beMer when number of pageviews was included

• Glassdoor

• Symitsi et al. (2021) improved predicDon of household expenditure in the US 
by combining survey-based consumer senDment indices with employees’ 
raDngs of the business outlook for their companies on the Glassdoor plaOorm

• (See other papers in Public Opinion Quarterly 2021 special issue “New 
Data in Social and Behavioral Research”
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Jury is still out

• Need better theory about when social media data and survey data are 
most likely to tell us the same things about society 
• Survey and social media data are so different in nature that they could easily 

not align
• But it’s possible that under the right circumstances—when they tap into 

similar processes – they will align
• Perhaps more sophisticated analyses of textual material in social 

media posts can open new doors
• And there are likely other potential uses for social media data in social 

research beyond what has currently been investigated  
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Two approaches our team has been taking

1. Understanding better the circumstances under which analyses of 
social media posts can plausibly align with survey findings

2. Exploring new potential uses of social media corpora to support 
researchers in generating qualitative insights 

(I’ll focus on each in turn)
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1. Circumstances under which analyses of social 
media posts can plausibly align with survey findings

• Overview of our approach: Alignment should be more likely when

1. survey responses have a rela=vely high signal-to-noise ra=o over =me  (i.e., there is something for 
social media to align with)

• Signal: Responses actually change over the =me frame
• Noise: Sampling variability can’t be too high

2. social media posts contain content seman=cally related to survey ques=on content
• NLP tools that select posts aligned with survey ques=on content 

3. using available social media metrics that make sense for survey ques=on content
• Volume (frequency) of tweets when simply men=oning par=cular content is closely related to a survey response, 

e.g., Have you completed the Census?
• Sen=ment of tweets containing par=cular content when ques=ons ask for valenced responses (e.g., posi=ve or 

nega=ve aOtudes towards the topic)
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Domain: Knowledge and public opinion about 
the US Decennial Census January-September 2020

• Unusual opportunity for exploring these proposi3ons
• Content of survey includes both behavioral and a9tudinal ques3ons on a 

range of topics—during a period of societal controversy about the Decennial 
Census
• Daily measures over 9 months available from both survey and social media 

data sets
• Ongoing monitoring of social media content within US Census Bureau 

provides excellent access
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Survey data set:  2020 Census Tracking Survey

• Asks ques(ons about people’s knowledge of Census, exposure to ads, 
likelihood of par(cipa(ng, trust in data privacy, beliefs about uses of 
the data

• Web survey data (n = 76,919) from January 1-September 13, 2020 
producing daily es(mates from about 300 households per day
• Two opt-in non-probability panels (Dynata and ThinkNow)

• Sample selected to match American Community Survey quotas for Age x 
Gender, Region, Race and Hispanic Origin, and Educa(on 

• (Probability sample telephone data set also exists for shorter (me period--
not analyzed here)
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Social media data set:  Daily tweets

• 3,499,628 tweets from 
January 1-September 14, 
2020
• all tweets that mention US 

Census and related content 
each day
• Collected via complex query 

(designed by Census Bureau) 
through Sprinklr platform
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Measuring alignment
• Comovement:  fraction of time that two time series move in the same 

direction (Fechner, 1897; Moore & Wallis, 1943; Goodman & 

Grunfeld, 1961)

• Ranges from 0 (perfect anti-association) to 1 (perfect association), 

with .5 being chance association

• Compared to Pearson correlation, less sensitive to outliers and less 

likely to detect spurious alignment

• Requires a specified time step (e.g., day to day vs. week to week)
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Ques%on with good (0.83) signal-to-noise ra%o:
How much have you seen or heard recently – within the last week of so –
about the 2020 Census?



Ques%on with poor (0.14) signal-to-noise ra%o:

How concerned are you, if at all, that the answers you provide to the 2020 
Census will be used against you?



Efforts to find alignment:
Selecting tweets that are relevant to the survey 
question

● Tested several NLP tools to automate selec2on of relevant tweets
● SBERT* is best performing – because sensi2ve to meaning, not just word 

match 
● Assigned score to each tweet indica2ng seman2c distance from survey 

ques2on and we found a cutoff using a systema2c method involving 
some human judgment

*Sentence-Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers

See for one description: https://medium.com/dair-ai/tl-dr-sentencebert-8dec326daf4e

https://medium.com/dair-ai/tl-dr-sentencebert-8dec326daf4e


• (If interested: One useful 
overview of techniques, 
application domains, and 
particular challenges of 
topic-modeling short 
texts like social media 
posts)

https://www.frontiersin.or
g/articles/10.3389/frai.20
20.00042/full
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Survey 
Ques*on

SBERT quan*fies seman*c distance between tweets and survey 
ques*on, e.g. 
“Do you think the 2020 Census questionnaire will or will not ask which people living in your 
household are U.S. citizens?”

Chose target 
survey question

“The 2020 Census questionnaire 
will NOT ask which people in their 
households are citizens.”

“#FAQ: Does the 2020 Census ask 
about citizenship status?
No. The 2020 Census does not ask 
whether you or anyone in your 
home is a U.S. citizen.”

Closer = more related to question Farther = less related to question

Cut-off point

“RT @GUslavery Dr. Young 
was one of four doctors 
credited with founding the 
Medical Department at the 
college in 1850. Two other 
department founders, 
Flodoaro Howard and 
Johnson Elliot were also listed 
as slaveholders on the 1860 
census.”

Similarity score between survey question and tweets using SBERT



Efforts to find alignment: Accoun5ng for cumula5ve 
character of responses to some survey ques5ons
Have you or someone in your household answered the 2020 Census questions, or has your household not answered them yet? (starting
March 12)

“Yes” responses will only increase over time

By taking the derivative, the response data become daily change data which is more comparable to variation in daily tweets



We observe co-movement!* 

Volume, full corpus: 9/24 ques4ons

Volume, relevant tweets: 8/24

Sen4ment, full corpus: 8/24

Sen4ment, relevant tweets: 6/24

Are these what we would predict, given ques4on content for each 
combina4on of measure and corpus?

How does signal-to-noise ra4o affect predic4on of co-movement?

*significant and marginally significant



Accuracy of co-movement predictions for different levels of signal-to-noise 
ratio  
● For each measure-corpus pair, predicted co-movement based on ques6on content 
● Calculated hits and Correct Rejec6ons
● Successively removed (le>-to-right) ques6ons with lowest signal-to-noise ra6o



This work leads us to think that

Predic'ng when co-movement is and is not likely seems to be possible
At least for this ques'onnaire and corpus of Census-related tweets
But it takes a lot of work, compu'ng skill, and judgment about how 
responses and tweets should move together given content of ques'on
Might be a different story for a different survey ques'onnaire; worth 
exploring

(To be presented at AAPOR in Chicago)



2. Exploring new potential uses of social media 
corpora to support researchers in generating 
qualitative insights 
• Rather than starting with the metaphor of social media posts on a topic as being 

like responses to survey questions (which leads down the road of exploring 
alignment) what other analogies might be fruitful?

• Focus group metaphor: social media data may be regarded as similar to data 
gathered from a (very large!) focus group
• Comments generated by a broad range of stakeholders
• who have self-selected into discussing the topic
• and may display a broader range of opinions than a small focus group could ever hope to 

target (see Chen & Tomblin, POQ 2021)

• (Of course, different in many ways than a focus group that is moderated, topic-focused, 
and synchronously copresent)

• Just as researchers generate useful insights about public opinion from analysis of 
focus group discussion (and even coding of transcripts), might researchers 
generate useful insights from Twitter corpora?
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Challenge:  how to select samples of tweets from a 
large corpus for analyst to review?
● How many?

○ Could someone look at 1,000? 300? There’s some limit - how much can people 
tolerate, and when do we hit diminishing returns? 

○ How long does it take?
○ How painful is it?

→ automated support is needed

● How to sample?   
○ All (including retweets) vs. unique
○ Weighted (more weight to more retweeted?)  vs. unweighted (random)
○ Filtered for content first? (narrow down by keyword or topic cluster)



Our ambi)on: Develop a “Tweet Browser” tool that 
provides automated support for unearthing insights 
from social media corpus
Requires be*er understanding how analysts developing insights from careful reading of 
social media content
Our approach thus far has been to itera;vely carry out, amongst ourselves and with 
Census colleagues, a series of exercises in which we
● Generated and read several samples of 150-300 tweets, and evaluated our ability to 

generate insights
● Explored:

○ How to define a corpus (e.g., keyword)?
○ How coherent / narrow to make the corpus
○ How to sample tweets
○ How many tweets
○ How to format (order by date, frequency?  addi;onal informa;on like number of retweet,?  

etc.)
○ How to focus analyst’s goal (what themes to look for – e.g., barriers to par;cipa;on? Ci;zenship 

ques;on?))
○ How to record analyst’s insights (format for repor;ng)





How to format: Displaying tweets: retweets vs unique 
tweets @RealJamesWoods retweets, which accounted for 5469 tweets in 

the corpus, came up 9 times in a random sampling that included 
retweets. This led to the question: Are multiple repeats helpful to 
see like this?

Tweet sample showing retweets “How groups are feathering illegals into the census to create more Democrat seats 
in Congress.” There, fixed it for you. apple.news/AL2pHcFrMR6Kwz…

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1_LYFMB1kPInCKS3PacgiNm5_FtyJJpv1/edit


How to format: Retweets vs unique tweets 
In this alternate approach, @RealJamesWoods 
retweet shows up only once, but with the 
number of total retweets

Tweet sample showing unique tweets

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1wixFK56N0D710OchuopxTVRPzzQ1ISlC/edit


Selec%ng samples: whole corpus or keyword (ci%zen)

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1CxOtFf-AERO4gFwhVA5Ayg6EUOwUGFcg/edit
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1f9doPEFQNijQCENwRcviQ3KpuMo9e6_K/edit


Overlap in insights from tweets vs focus groups?
A case study: We compared data on barriers to response from 2020 CBAMS Focus Groups groups to a sample of 300 tweets 
from March 1, 2020 to April 20, 2020. 

2020 CBAMS Focus Groups ten barrier-to-response themes based on focus group transcripts

1. Confidentiality and privacy concerns* 
2. Lack of knowledge or understanding of purpose
3. Apathy toward the census and lack of efficacy
4. Inclusion of citizenship question
5. Fear of repercussions* 
6. Online data security concerns* 
7. Distrust of government
8. Displacement*
9. Frauds and scams
10. Language barriers

*barriers that were hypothesized prior to the beginning of the 2020 CBAMS Focus Group research



Example: topic overlap between focus group 
statements and tweets
● Focus group: “[Census information is shared] with the entire government. With 

everyone in the government…police, immigration, hospitals, everything, 
everything, everything. Everything is connected.”

● Tweets: 
○ "I might be on r/conspiracy too much but I'm not trying to give my info to the census. They 

magically have all my info if I owe $ though." 
○ "The Census is for everyone living in the U.S. It won't ask if you're a citizen, and your information 

will not be shared with other government agencies. Find out more at 2020Census.gov. 
#2020Census #CountAllKids https://t.co/IYnoqtp5Ph"

○ 'RT @GovPritzker I want to remind everyone that there is NO citizenship question on the 
Census. \r\n\r\nYou will not be asked your immigration status and your information will not be 
shared with anyone.'

○ '@ezduzit63 @oracle_ed @BIZPACReview And on the 2020 U.S. Census none of the info can be 
given to @ICEgov . Intellectual dishonesty! Census info is used for services which lawful citizens 
depend upon.’

● Note: topic overlap doesn’t mean stance or intention are the same…
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Example: topics in tweets that were not prominent in 
focus groups

● Concerns about Census data uses for congressional appor3onment

○ RT @RealJamesWoods “How groups are feathering illegals into the census to 
create more Democrat seats in Congress.” There, fixed it for you. 
apple.news/AL2pHcFrMR6Kwz…
■ (retweeted 5000+ 3mes)

● à Poten3al for social media posts to uncover opinions from people who 
might never par3cipate in a focus group or respond to a Census survey
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What have we learned and hypothesized so far?
● There is some overlap between what tweets can show and what focus group 

results using same research ques8on can show, but there can also be unique 
insights from social media

● There are certainly limits to how many tweets an analyst can handle at a 8me, 
and automated support will be useful

● How tweets are sampled and displayed seems certain to affect analyst 
experience, and likely insights generated

● Analysts may vary in their strategies, e.g. how much they are influenced by 
frequent tweets vs. “outlier” tweets

● Topical focus of sample of tweets makes a big difference 
○ hard to keep track of what’s happening when the topics range too widely

● Insights are likely to differ depending on (1) whether there is a predefined (as 
opposed to emergent) research ques8on and (2) what the ques8on is



Concluding proposals

● Using social media data to improve social research in connec3on with 

survey data con3nues to be promising

● But the best uses are likely to look different and be more complicated 

than early promising findings suggest
○ Being more though<ul about content of and processes that generate both social 

media posts and survey responses will be needed

○ More sophis3cated analysis tools—which require substan3al infrastructure and 

advanced researcher skills—will certainly be needed
■ And even the most advanced text-analy3c tools aren’t perfect (and may never be)

● Alternate ways of using social media data, e.g. for research purposes like 

those of focus groups, are worth exploring for finding out what members 

of the public are thinking
○ perhaps especially members of “publics” whose opinions aren’t always 

represented in representa3ve sample surveys 39


